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VERIFICATION OF A FREEZE: SOME GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
In support of the proposition that a comprehensive is so often portrayed, a matter of the “snrvival of the

freeze on much of the testing, production, and nation.” The risks involved iu possible Soviet cheating
deployment of nuclear weapons and their associated under a freeze regime are, in the first instance,
delivery systems is verifiable, one can make the political risks, involving each side’s perceptions of
following general assertion: who is moving abead, or failing behind, in the arms

The marginal utility of additional weapons is ~ce.

small in comparison to the survivable destructive Indeed, the major risk involved in Soviet cheating

potential already amassed by both sides. on a freeze is that its discovery would lead to a quan-

Since each side can be devastated by the explosive turn leap in mistrust on tbe American sidq to vigorous

equivalent of 400 one-megaton bombs, and sirrce renewal of the arms race; and to a dangerously con-

each side has long ago assured the delivery of at least frontational international atmosphere. In effect, both

this capability even after smprfsc attack, any sides would end up right where they are today, only

clandestine additions to either side’s destructive worse.

potential are going to have sharply limited Since the Soviets are known to favor some sort of

significance. freeze over continuation of the arms race, it should be

This does not suggest that compliance with treaty pointed out that this fact—that the most likely U.S.

provisions does not matter. Rather it suggests that response to Soviet cheatiug would be reversion with a

compliance or nmr-compliance with treaty provisions vengeance to the arms race—represents a most

is unlikely to af feet nuclear deterrence itself. In other powerful incentive for Soviet compliance. It applies,

words, verification of a freeze agreement is not, as it (Continued on page 2)

VERIFYING A MODEL FREEZE
This issue is an effort to bring the concept of a strategic

weapons freeze into sharper focus. It contains three

elements.
First, there is an editorial (above) describing some fund-

amental premises underlying verification—without agree-
ment on these or other such premises, no consensus cm
“verifiability” is possible.

Second, some background information is provided on

the many, and astonishingly effective, means of verifica-
tion which are at our Nation’s disposal. Last, but obvious-
ly not least, is a sketch of one way in which a freeze might

be defined.
We hasten to add that this yeoman effort by two of our

staff (Christopher Paine and Thomas Karas) has many
loose ends, some of which we hope to treat in later issues.
There is the question of controls on defensive weapons.

There is the linkage between the freeze and subsequent
reductions; no freeze is going to be stable indefinitely and,

by the same token, no freeze is going to be politically or
strategically defensible if viewed in steady state. There is
the question of how the freeze might be implemented.
There are obviously a host of definitional questions. And
so on.

Indeed, this freeze is only a sketch of one of a variety of
treaty possibilities in each of which enough is frozen to

justify the word “freeze.” In its design, there are
necessarily branch points, not all of which are fully expos-
ed and for none of which was there space to justify the
choices. Thus for long-lived weapons such as nuclear sub-

marines and nuclear bombers, need replacement provi-
sions be included in the freeze? And can the same be said

of missiles? What is the real meaning of this model freeze’s
decision to close down final assembly plants for missiles
but not to prevent missile components from being manu-
factured and installed?

Accordingly, it might be well to state briefly here what
distinguishes the freeze approach from other approaches.

Obviously, in neither case can one halt more than the two
sides can agree on, and verify. But in the one case the
presumption is that the negotiation is aimed at isolated
weapons systems most vulnerable to agreement, and that

no effort will be made to put together a really comprehen-

sive package.
In the freeze approach, on the other hand, the presump-

tion is that an effort will be made to end, or dramatically
slow, the arms race rather than simply to manage it. In this
context, the presumption is that serious negotiating efforts
will be made to stop the central manifestations of the arms

race, Weapons systems testing, production or deployment
would be permitted to continue only if the negotiators saw
no way to stop it, or if it would hopelessly complicate or

burden the agreements they could otherwise reach.
In sum, what is contained within is designed simply to

stimulate more concrete thought on a subject which now
commands the support of solid majorities from the most
diverse walks of American life. It behooves all interested in

arms control to begin to think through the details of what
can, and what cannot, be done with thk public support.

Readers are encouraged to write. ❑
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in particular, even to those treaty provisions the
Soviets might know could be verified only with low-
to-moderate confidence. In point of fact, however,
Soviet military planners do not know the full range
md extent of U.S. monitoring capabilities. What they
do know is that the probability of detection is never
zero, and that it approaches 10W7Ofor major projects
of significant duration.

Low probability hut high risk

Thus, accordbrg to former Secretary of Defense
Harold Brown, “A somewhat less than even chance of
U.S. detection would probably appear as a pro-
hibitively high risk to a Soviet planner contemplating
cheating, particularly when he considered the likely
U.S. reaction to such a discovery.” And yet, Brown
noted, “anything less than a 5070 chance of detec-
tion. . .we consider as providing ‘low confidence’ in
our monitoring capability.”

This disjunction—between what we consider ade-
quate for verification and what is required to reliably
deter Soviet planners—is noteworthy. The Soviets
must necessarily consider that the U.S. monitoring
capability—which is actually an aggregate of many in-
dividual capabilities-has a composite probability of
detection that is highly variable. To this must be add-
ed the compmrndhg factor that over time, the secret
project could be exposed by an accident, a defector, a
dissident participant, an intelligence source, in-
advertence, and so on.

Moreover, let us not forget that the Soviets would
enter into a treaty precisely because they wanted the
U.S. bound by its terms! Cheating involves the danger
that the treaty will come apart when tbe cheating is
discovered. Why should they run this risk for no par-
ticular military utility?

The Ghost of “Type III”

But cheating under a treaty, if discovered, does
more than end the treaty! It risks ending it with a
bang—a much bigger bang than would, for example,
Soviet public withdrawal. Years ago, Herman Kahn
coined the term “type 111 deterrence”, by which he
meant tbe deterrence afforded by fear of making the
other side angry. This applies to deliberate treaty viola-
tions, in particular. If the Soviet Union is found to be
cheating under an arms race agreement, the U.S. can be
expected to renew the arms race with special force, and
to reject future agreements with the Soviet Union for a
long time.

Under these circumstances, so long as the most
significant aspects of the agreement can be verified by
the U.S. with h!gh confidence, then low-to-moderate
short-term monitoring confidence-and a related
greater than 50Vo long-term monitoring cnn-
fidence—for the remaining provisions should suffice
in order to deter Soviet violation nf the entire agree-
ment.
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satellite for monitoring the oceans. These satellites fly in a

series of four—a “mother ship” and three sub-satellites
nearby. By detecting the radar and communications signals

of ships from more than one receiving point, the Navy can
locate the ships. If necessary, the imaging reconnaissance

satellites or aircraft could be assigned to take pictures.

“UNKNOWN”

In January, 1982, the U. S.launched yetanother type of
intelligence satellite, one from which apparently three sub-

satellhes split off. This set of satellites flies at about 360
miles up, not 6oOlike theocean reconnaissance type. And
while the plane of the ocean reconnaissance satellite orbit

is inclined about 62.5 degrees to the equator, the inclina-
tion of this new type is 97 degrees. That brings the satellites

closer to the poles and allow sthem to cover more of the
earth’s surface. They would have a better view of the

Soviet naval ports north of the Arctic circle than do pres-

ent U.S. ocean reconnaissance satellites.

MISSILE WARNING

Defense Support Program (DSP)
With 3 satellites in geosynchronous orbit (1 over the

Eastern Hemisphere and 2 over the Western Hemisphere)
the DSP system provides early warning of ICBM and
SLBM launches by infrared detection of rocket plumes.
The satellites also carry visible light detectors and radiation
sensors for detecting nuclear explosions and provide

surveillance of missile test launches.

NUCLEAR EXPLOSION DETECTION

“Vela Hotel”
Launched in the 1960’s into orbits 60,000 miles up, these

satellites carried “bangmeters,” or nuclear explosion

detectors for monitoring the atmosphere and space for
violations of the partial test ban treaty. The last working
pair of these satellites still provide some data.

Defense Support Program
The U.S. missile early warning satellites also have some

ability to detect the electromagnetic radiation from nuclear
explosions.

Global Positioning System (GPS)
The new military navigation system satellites also carry a

system called “IONDS’’-the Integrated Operational
Nuclear Detection System. Combinations of signals from

the ultra-violet and x-ray sensors which will eventually be
carried by all 18 of the GPS satellites will give the precise
locations, using time of flight measurements, of any
nuclear explosions in the atmosphere or in space out to
11 ,OCOmiles.

Seismic Sensors
Seismic stations around tbe globe detect underground

nuclear explosions. In connection with the incomplete
draft treaty for a Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty,

the Soviet Union has agreed to the placement of additional
unmanned stations on Soviet soil.

UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

The U.S. Navy hastheworld’s oceans virtually ’’wired

for sound,” using both seabed and mobile acoustic sen-

sors. These are useful not only for keeping tabs on nuclear-
capable Soviet ships but also for detecting any nuclear tests
in the oceans.

GROUND-BASED MONITORING POSTS

The U.S. Intelligence Community maintains a network

of electronic “listeningposts” and test observation radars
near most of themajor Soviet missile-testing areas. Forex-
ample, posts in Turkey monitor tbe IRBM and develop-
mental SLBM testing range at Kapustin Yar, while two
listening posts in Sinkiang, China’s western-most province

bordering on Soviet Central Asia, monitor the main ICBM
test complex at Tyuratam. Lktening posts in Norway
monitor operational tests of SLBMS fired from submarines

in the White Sea. Additional facilities are believed to exist
at other locations.

OTHER SPECIAL RADARS

Soviet test warheads descending to their impact areas on
the Kamchatka Peninsula or in the Western Pacific are

tracked during the high-altitude portion of their flights by
the giant “Cobra Dane” phased-array radar at Shemya

Air Force Station, Alaska, and during their near-earth tra-
jectories by the shipborne “Cobra Judy” phased-array

radar,
PLANES AND SHIPS

SR-71, U-2, and TR-1 Aircraft
These high-altitude reconnaissance platforms, basedin

the United States, Europe, and Japan, fly along coastlines
and border areas of the Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact na-
tions, peering into the foreign territory with side-looking
radars, cameras, and electronic intelligence receivers.

Electronic Intelligence Submarines and Ships
So-called “Holystone” submarines—Los Angeles-class

nuclear attack submarines specially configured for signal
and communications intelligence missions, eavesdrop
along the coastlines of the USSR. Intelligence-gathering
surface ships overtly perform a similar mission.

HUMINT

Intelligence analysts also garner information from

agents, defectors, emigre’s, defense attaclk, businessmen,
tourists, and from the painstaking collation and sifting of
published literature.

ON-SITE INSPECTION

Under the Protocol to the 1974 Treaty on Underground
Nuclear Explosions for Peaceful Purposes, the Soviet

Union and the United States agreed to detailed “on-site”
inspection procedures whose general principles were car-
riedover into the negotiations foracomprehensive ban on

all nuclear tests. While not immediately available to the in-
telligence community to assist in verifying agreements,
such inspection arrangements are clearly not as far out-of-
reach as they once were.

In verifying the delivery vehicle and nuclear warhead

production bans which could be a part of 4 far-reaching
comprehensive nuclear freeze agreement, on-site verifica-
tion would be selectively employed to further in-
vestigate—with tbe intent of definitively identifying-am-

biguous activities which are detected by national means but
whose explanation remains unclear. ❑
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Lesser modifications to the missile might be accomplish-
ed in less time and be considerably harder to detect, given
that routine maintenance, including replacement of defec-
tive components, would be permitted under a freeze. Thus
a prohibition on major modifications to existing missiles
wnuld be verifiable chiefly as a consequence of monitoring

the testing prohibitions of the freeze agreement.
A freeze on mobile ICBMS and IRBMs, “while more

difficult than counting silos,” Brown testified, “is a
manageable task.

“For example, the Soviets are now deploying the mobile

SS-20 IRBM, and we can estimate the number of launchers
deployed with reasonable confidence. If the Soviets made
special efforts tn conceal mobile ICBM launchers, or if

they deployed a system without central support facilities,
the uncertainties could be larger. But covert deployment of
a force on a scale large enough to be militarily significant
wnuld be a formidable task, requiring successful conceal-

ment of a large number of deployed launchers, and of their
production, suppnrt and training exercises as well, and
deployment without central support facilities would entail
operational disadvantages. ”

While complaining abnut the novel “instability” caused

by the Pentagon’s alleged inability to target the “highly
mobile” SS-20s, the Reagan administration has issued
regular updates on the exact number of SS-20 launchers

THE SYSTEMS CAN WORK TOGETHER
The different types of reconnaissance systems, both

imaging and electronic, can be used in conjunction with
one another to improve the information “take.” For ex-
ample, tbe Defense Meteorological Satellites (not men-
tioned above) can let the controllers of the imaging
satellites know when the areas they want to survey are
free of cloud-cover, so that satellite maneuvers can be
made and the cameras tnrned on. Analysts of the digital
images from the KH-11 may find new missile sites of
special interest that they want the Big Bird to take a
closer look at, or that justify an even closer look by the
bigb-resolution film-return satellites.

Tbe detection of a missile launch by early warning
satellite over the Eastern Hemisphere could help the
radar operators in tbe North Pacific to prepare to
monitor the re-entry into the atmosphere of Soviet test
warheads.

Navy analysts might combine information taken from
pictures of Soviet ports, the signals received by ocean
reconnaissance satellites, data from their extensive
underwater acoustic sensor system, and sightings from
ships and aircraft to keep close tabs on Soviet naval
deployments.

Those who observe Soviet rocket tests might first
learn that a test is uiider preparation from KH-11 im-
ages, then pick up the telemetry from the test using the
‘‘Rhyolite” satellite, then observe the re-entry vehicles
(missile warheads) from a special radar ship in the
North Pacific.

deployed and the number nf SS-20 sites at various stages of
completion, even to the extent of having sufficient con-
fidence to accuse the Soviets of violating their own
unilateral SS-20 European deployment freeze by com-
pleting construction of bases begun before the freeze took

effect. Clearly, a deployment freeze on at least this current
generation of Soviet IRBMs is adequately verifiable.

All these conditions apply to the threatened potential
unverifiability of ground-launched cruise missiles as well.
Although tbe missiles themselves are small and probably in
some cases not directly accessible to counting, they will be
embedded in transport, security and launch-control
systems that is monitorable, and during peacetime they will

be deployed in main operating bases which can be surveyed
from aircraft and satellites.

IL A Numerical Freeze on Dual-Capable Launch Plat-
forms and Delivery Vehicles. To prevent circumvention of
the freeze and diversion nf superpower energies into a
destabilizing tactical/theater-nuclear arms race, a freeze
on the numbers and payloads of such systems would be
desirable. However, because many of these systems per-
form both conventional and nuclear missions, and their

production and support systems are intimately connected
tn those for conventional weapons, a freeze on replace-
ment and modernization of these systems does not seem
politically feasible for the immediate future.

What would be feasible in the near term would be to
freeze the current inventories of such weapons by type, for
example: long-range strategic bombers (B-52/B-l; Bear,

Bison/new Soviet bomber); peripheral attack bombers
(F-1 11, Backfire); long-range nuclear-certified attack air-
craft (e.g., A-6, Blinder); nuclear-armed attack sub-
marines (SSN-688, Charlie/Alfa classes) nuclear-cruise
missile-equipped surface sh]ps (Iowa, K]rov); and nuclear

artillery/battlefield missiles (8-inch, 155mm artillery,
Lance, Pershing l-A, Frog, Scud and Scaleboard missiles).
Also frozen would be the nuclear payloads nf such

systems. One-for-one replacement and modernization of
the delivery vehicles could be permitted, and transfer of
deployed or currently stockpiled weapons to these new
platforms could be allowed, but with no increase in

weapons load.

According to one retired member of the intelligence

community, each side has a fairly good idea of which
forces on the other side actually are assigned a nuclear mis-
sion, as opposed to being theoretically “capable” of per-

forming one. Special training, communications, Opera-
tions, and security measures accompany the deployment of
“nuclear-certified” units in the field, making moderate-tn-

high-confidence verification of a numerical freeze on these
systems quite feasible. In addition to imaging and elec-
tronic reconnaissance satellites, both countries maintain
ocean surveillance satellites to keep track of world-wide
naval deployments, and the United States has the added
benefit of information gleaned from a unique worldwide
acoustic surveillance system.

Deployments of theater and tactical nuclear weapons in
and around Europe, the key area of confrontation for
these systems, are also monitored by SR-71, U2R, and
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Their deployment can be effectively hemmed in, how-
ever. The shutdown of nuclear warhead production facili-
ties will, at a minimum, drastically curtail the number of
cruise missiles which potentially could be armed with
nuclear warheads, Those nuclear ALCM and GLCM de-
ployments existing at the time a freeze enters into force can
be frozen and monitored effectively. That leaves the prob-

lem of what to do about SLCMs—sea-launched cruise
missiles.

Deployment of nuclear-armed SLCMS on submarines
and surface ships could be restricted to those ships and
subs which were commonly identified as having a nuclear
role at the time the freeze is negotiated. Under the warhead
production segment of the freeze, no new warheads could

be produced for these systems, but, for example, existing
warheads in the tactical airdrop inventory, such as B-61

bombs, could be redeployed on SLCMS, provided that for
each eligible sub or surface combatant so equipped, the
equivalent in weapons delivery capability is retired from
whatever force gave up these weapons. As a purely

hypothetical example, one squadron of A-6 carrier attack
planes, or Blinder bombers, might be exchanged for the
payload equivalent in attack subs armed with SLCMS, In

other words, a technologically and numerically frozen, but
free-floating, population of warheads might be
redeployed, under agreed “exchange rates” based on real

payload-carrying capacities, on a numerically frozen, but
replaceable and upgradeable inventory of “dual-capable”
delivery vehicles.

Finally, the deployment of conventially-armed long-
range cruise missiles on vessels not included in the theater

nuclear forces of either side might be prohibited in the in-

terest of easing the task of verification.

111. Delivery Vehicle Testing Freeze. The verification of a
ban on the testing of new missiles and major modifications
to existing missiles could be accomplished under a freeze
much the way it would have been under the SALT 11 Trea-

ty. .4 set of percentage changes in key missile size and per-
formance parameters would be agreed upon as constituting

the boundary between “old” (permitted) and “new” (ban-
ned) missile testing. Over an extended test series of 20 to 30
firings required to validate a new design of major modifi.
cation, these limits could be monitored with high con-
fidence using a broad array of collection systems, in-
clud]ng imaging and ELINT satellites, ground-based
listening posts, test observation radars, snd high-flying

SR-71/U2R aircraft.
A limit on the number of operational tests would be

monitored by these and other systems, including the DSP
early warning satellites and ocean surveillance satellites.

IV. A Comprehensive Test Ban. During the Carter admin-
istration, the United States, the Soviet Union, and the
United Kingdom reached agreement on the broad issues in-
volved in verifying a test ban agreement, but at least half
the “details” of the verification scheme remain to be
worked out. Agreement was reached, however, on placing
unmanned seismic monitors on the territory of each of the

three parties in such a way as to gather seismic data from

ACRONYM GUIDE

ALCM—Air-Launched Cruise Missile
COMINT—Comm.nicati..s I.tdlige.ce
CTB—C.mprehensive Test Ban
DSP—Defeme /S,pvort PWWUI (satellite)
ELINT—Ekclr..ic f.teltigence
GLCM—Ground-Lmmc hed Cruise Missile
GPS—Globd P.sitiening System (salelfite)
ffUMINT-H. man I.lellige.ce
lCBM—1.terconti.ental Balfistic Missile
IRBM—1.termediate Rage Ballistic Mksik
NTM—NaCional Technical Mea.s (of verification)
SIGINT—Sig.d I.telfige.ce
SLBM—S.bmari.e-Launched Balfistic Missile
SLCM—Ses-La.n.hed Cruise Missile
SRAM—Short-Ra.ge Attsck Missile (open bmnhers)
SSBN—Sub.S.rf ace Ballistic Nuclear (missile whnuwiw)
SSN—Sub-Surf.ce Nuclear (attack s.bm.ci.e)
SOSUS—So..d Surveillance System

all possible test sites. These data would not be the sole
means for verifying compliance with the test ban, but in-

stead would be integrated into the worldwide seismic
monitoring network and, even more importantly, into the
stream of data coming from other relevant U.S. collection
systems, including imaging, ELINT and Vela satellites,
underwater acoustic sensors, and atmospheric sampling
aircraft to detect signs of “venting. ”

It was also agreed during the Carter-era negotiations
that on-site inspections would be allowed in the case of
doubts about suspicious events that could not be allayed by
data exchange and consultation. More precisely, there
could be a hierarchy of requests and mandatory responses

that would lead to either an on-site inspection or a prima

facie case that there was indeed something to hide. In

short, a comprehensive test ban would be adequately
verifiable. Debate on this point more often than not
represents the dkplaced doubts of CTB opponents

concerning its desirability, not the ability of U.S. monitor-
ing systems to confine cheating under a test ban to occa-

sional very-low-yield tests which themselves carry at least
some risk of detection, if only through agents, emigres,
and defectors.

V. Baflistic Missile Production Freeze. According to
Secretary Brown’s 1979 testimony, “our intelligence
system has enabled us to build a comprehensive
understanding of the Soviet lCBM system from design

Three-view of the SR-71A high altitude reconnaissance aircraft

operated by the U.S. Strategic A ir Command (SA C)
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Defense Intelligence Agency Director Maj. General

Richard Larkin and Vice Director for Foreign Intelligence
Edward M. Collins informed the Joint Economic Commit-
tee, in prepared testimony of July 8, 1981, that “there are
134 major final assembly plants involved in producing
Soviet weapons as end products. In addition, we have iden-
tified over 3,500 individual installations that provide sup-

port to these final assembly plants. ” A table accompany-
ing their report noted that “missile materiel” was produc-

ed in ‘’49 plants, ” and they provided a table giving a five-
year annual breakdown of Soviet missile production by
type.

Clearly, our national intelligence system has amassed a
considerable body of knowledge, over more than 20 years
of constant observation, concerning the Soviet ballistic
missile production system. This accumulated stock of
knowledge, in conjunction with current monitoring

capabilities, would permit a shutdown of ICBM, IRBM,
and SLBh4 main assembly plants to be verified, Given a
willingness to forego further development of conventional
bombing capability, and bilateral agreement on what con-
stitutes a “long-range strategic bomber,” there is no
technical reason why main bomber assembly plants could
not also be closed down. And given the present state of
knowledge and monitoring confidence concerning each
side’s production system, the freeze could very likely be ex-
tended to include major subsystem manufacturing
facilities (e.g., for missile stages and reentry vehicles) as
well. S]nce nothing would be coming in or out of these

facilities in their shut-down condition, any significant
alteration in their operating status would not long escape
detection by the variety of sensors deployed on imaging
reconnaissance satellites. Doubts about the mission of

facilities not included in the freeze could be resolved, in the
first instance, by intensive monitoring by national means
(possibly facilitated by “cooperative measures”) and
subsequently by data exchange and’ ‘voluntary” on-site in-
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spections afong the lines worked out for the draft Com-
prehensive Test Ban Treaty.

VI. Nuclear Warhead and Weapons-grade Materials Pro-
duction Ban. For perhaps a two-or three-year period, a
ban on nuclear warhead production could be implemented

and verified along the same lines as the ballistic missile
production ban, as it would take at least that long to
secretly replicate warhead production facilities. The ban
would involve placing in caretaker status the principal

nuclear component fabrication and final assembly
facilities for nuclear warheads and bombs. For example,

on the U.S. side this would include the unique U-235,
U-238, and lithium-deuteride “secondary” component
fabrication facilities at the Y-12 plant in Oak Ridge,
Term., the Rocky Flats “primary” (fission-stage) facility
outside Denver, Colorado, and the Pantex assembly plant
near Amarillo, Texas. Similar Soviet facilities no doubt
have been identified and are already under frequent

surveillance by U.S. intelligence systems.
During this warhead production moratorium, agree-

ments could be negotiated placing all nuclear facilities and
materials stockpiles under IAEA safeguards (suitably

strengthened, if necessary), creating the basis for long-
term confidence that the warhead production ban would
be respected. The CTB system of “voluntary” on-site in-
spections to resolve serious treaty-related ambiguities
could be maintained to buttress the IAEA system of safe-
guards, leading to a verifiable cutoff in weapons grade-
materials production. ❑

CRANSTON-GAYLER PROPOSAL
HAS TWO VERSIONS

The summary of a proposal to cut off fissionable
material and dismantle warheads run in the June, 1982
newsletter under the names “Senator Alan Cranston
and Admiral Noel Gayler” summarized the Cranston
version of this proposal.
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